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A gas of 99.8% electron- and nuclear-spin-polarized hydrogen has been prepared. The
surface and volume nuclear relaxation rates have been measured and the magnetic field
dependence (1+16.68/B)~ has been confirmed. The ratio of the surface recombination
rate constants for collisions between atoms in hyperfine states, a-a arid a-b, is measured
to be 2.23(25). Nuclear relaxation on the surface has been suppressed by using 3He to
make an atomically flat surface.

PACS numbers: 67.40.-w, 67.70.+ n

Since a gas of spin-polarized atomic hydrogen
(H&) was first stabilized a few years ago' experi-
mental efforts have been devoted to achieving suf-
ficiently high densities or low temperatures to ob-
serve Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC). Densi-
ties, n, of just under 10"/cm' were soon ob-
tained. " These were limited by recombination
of H& to H, on the 'He surfaces of the sample
cell' ': Because of the nonnegligible adsorption
energy of H& on He, H& surface coverages (n,)
increase with decreasing temperature and the re-
combination (which increases with n,') limits the

density.
Higher densities can be achieved by producing

a state-selected gas of hydrogen. H& has two
hyperfine states I a& = I&t& —&I&&& and I b& = I»& (&,
electron spin; &, nuclear spin), where &=a/4iiB,
with a the hyperfine constant, p the Bohr magne-
ton, and B the magnetic field. Statt and Berlinsky'
have pointed out that a nuclear-spin-polarized
gas of pure b state (H4&) would have a much low-
er recombination rate as these atoms do not have
admixtures of the electron "up" state. They sug-
gested that this state might be achieved by prefer-
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ential recombination of a-state atoms. The idea
is that a-a collisions and a-b collisions can lead
to recombination whereas &-& cannot. If the a
-b nuclear relaxation time I', is much longer
than the characteristic recombination time, the
a state will be depleted leaving H&&. Cline,
Greytak, and Kleppner' succeeded in producing a
gas of H&& and measuring both the surface and
the volume nuclear-spin-relaxation times T, ' and

&,", respectively. The observed value T,"= 13 h

was in agreement with theory. "Van Yperen
et al."attempted this experiment earlier but
found very rapid relaxation, &, & 10 sec.

In this Letter we report on recent experiments
in which we have created and studied H&& of puri-
ty up to 99.8%. A cell has been constructed with
special care to eliminate surface magnetic im-
purities in the form of macroscopic grains (di-
mensions = O.l pm), believed to be the cause of
the short &, 's measured earlier. This cell,
shown in Fig. 1, has a large area-volume ratio
which enables the study of surface relaxation
phenomena over a broad range of temperature.
We describe how we have been able to strongly
suppress surface relaxation with our special ge-
ometry which takes advantage of the predicted" "
anisotropy in the relaxation rate. This is vital
for BEC as surface relaxation will be the limiting
mechanism for achieving high densities. We also
study the magnetic field dependence of T,. In ad-
dition, we have determined the important ratio of
the recombination rate constants, K„for a-a col-
lision and &,„for a-& collisions, ' which, for sim-
plicity, had earlier been assumed to be 1.

Both surface and volume nuclear-spin relaxation
are of importance. The intrinsic surface relaxa-
tion rate G, = (2T, 'n, ) ' is orders of magnitude
faster than the volume rate G„. Although both
rates essentially arise from the magnetic dipolar
interactions between atoms, the interaction can
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FIG. 1. Cross section of the hydrogen stabilization.
cell. The gold-plated Kapton is one plate of the capac-
itance pressure gauge. The inset shows what we be-
lieve to be a microscopic surface profile.

be averaged out by the motions. This motional
averaging is less effective on the surface because
the motions in two dimensions are slower than in
three dimensions. " However, only very few
atoms reside on the surface as can be seen from
the adsorption isotherm for a mobile two-dimen-
sional gas with a single bound state (such as H&

on He), n, =n& exp(&, /kT), where A. = (2vh'/mkT)"'.
The probability of finding an atom on the surface
is n,A/nV=(A/V)A. exp(&, /kT), where A/V is the
surface-to-volume ratio. Since atoms are rapid-
ly exchanging between the surface and gas phases,
to determine the effect of surface relaxation on
gas-phase atoms we must multiply G, by this
factor which can be of the order 10 ', rapidly in-
creasing with decreasing temperature.

The rate equations for the decay of the density
of a gas of H& in states ia) and ib) are" (valid
for kT»E, -E„ the hyperfine splitting)

' = —' ——' —G,"(n, —n, ) —(G„+G,')(n, -n, )(n, + n, ) — 2K„' n, ,n- K„'n, n~,dt V v~
(la)

= —' ——' +G,"(n, -n, ) + (G„+G;)(n,—n, )(n. +n„) K„'n, n, . -
dt V (lb)

Here n, +n, =n is the total volume density; all coefficients superscripted with an e refer to surface
phenomena and have been converted to effective volume terms. ln EIl. (la) the first term is the flux of
a atoms filling volume V; the second is the thermal leakage' out of the cell which can be suppressed
by making &/T» 1. The third term arises from magnetic impurities on the surface of the cell with
G,"=G,'(A/V)A, exp(e, /kT), where G,' is the surface impurity nuclear-spin relaxation rate. Since 'He
atoms bear nuclear magnetic moments, relaxation due to a 'He impurity or a pure 'He surface would
also be described by such a term. The fourth term describes relaxation due to binary collisions in the
gas, G„, or on the surface, G; =G,(A/V)A. 'exp(2&, /kT). As first described by Lagendijk, "" the sur-
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face relaxation rate is anisotropic with

G,(B,T) =[G, o(~, T)sin 29 +G, 2(~, T)sin29(1+cos29)](1 +16.68/B)2. (2)

Here 8 is the angle between the surface normal
and the applied magnetic field; numerical evalua-
tion shows that G, ,» G, 2. Note that for 8=0,
G, =0. The fifth and sixth terms in Eqs. (1) de-
scribe surface recombination with K„'=If„(A/
V)z'exp(2&, /&T), where K„ is the intrinsic sur-
face rate; a similar definition exists for K„. In
Eqs. (1) we ignore volume recombination.

For an accurate description of our experiments
a detailed characterization of the geometry and
surface conditions is necessary. The micro-
scopic area A of the (rough) surface can be some-
&&hat larger than the macroscopic or projected
area A~; thus we define A =nA. ~. As a result of
the magnetic field gradient and low temperature
the gas has an inhomogeneous density distribution
with an axial profile that depends exponentially on
B/T." In our system, for small values of B/T
the gas is spread over the cell, whereas for large
values it is confined to the pancake-shaped re-
gion of the pressure gauge. For this reason we
use effective volumes'4 V' and areas A' in our
analyses. (4/V)' varied between 40 and 140 cm '
in our experiments. The gauge is designed to
minimize the perpendicular area, &&, corre-
sponding to 9 =90' in Eq. (2). The area here is

A~ =A
~~
+A = (2.50 + 0.039) cm . The upper sur-

face is uncoated Kapton, and the lower is ma-
chined and etched copper. In the analyses in Fig.
2 we have used &' =A.~'. The rest of the system is
similar to that shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 9. A fine
tungsten resistance wire is used to trigger' re-
combination of the H&.

We first measured decay curves (n vs t) for H&

as a function of He film thickness. For thin
(undersaturated) films we observed a large first-
order decay term. We assume that this arises
principally from isolated 0, or Fe impurities on
or in the copper surface giving rise to a G,' term.
A thick (-saturated) film of 'He completely sup-
pressed this.

The important ratio y =K„/K., can be deter-
mined if the relaxation can be ignored with re-
spect to the recombination rates in Eqs. (1). As-
suming p =0, ~r =~, and n„/n» =1, one finds n /
n, = (2y)~' '&' /2, where the zero (~) subscript
refers to density at t =0 (~). The following inter-
esting limits exist: n /n, =0.5, 0.25, and 0 in the
cases E.b =0, K,b =K.„and &„=0, respectively.

In Fig. 2(a) we show typical decay curves for
H& with a thick 'He coverage, demonstrating the

!decay to an H&& state. For curve 2 we rapidly
fill the cell for several seconds so that n„=nbo
and then allow the gas density to decay to its
long-time value. We find n„/n, =0.32 after cor-
recting for a small temperature rise of the cell
during filling. This leads to a temperature-inde-
pendent value of y =K„/&„=2.23+ 0.25 as meas-
ured for 1' =225, 250, and 300 mK. In the limit
of rapid relaxation, the recombination rate con-
stant is the average of &„and &,b. Using the re-
sults of Matthey, Walraven, and Silvera' we find' =1.6(5) x 10 ' cm' T'/K"' sec.

In Fig. 2(b) we plot our data for nuclear relaxa-
tion along with that of Cline, Greytak, and Klepp-
ner (CGK).' Each point represents a fit to a den-
sity decay curve, such as shown in Fig. 2(a), us-
ing Eq. (1). Our results are markedly different
for 'He and 'He surfaces. The 'He data are domi-
nated by surface relaxation giving rise to an expo-
nentially increasing relaxation with lowering of
the temperature. Fitting the data by a straight
line, we find &,/h =0.8@6) K and o.'(G,)(1+ 16.68/
B) ' =3.4(1.0) x10 "cnf--/sec. Here we use one
half of the area of the pressure cell for reasons
to be given later. We assumed the intrinsic sur-
face relaxation rate (G,) to be temperature inde-
pendent. As shown by theory" "G, has a very
weak temperature dependence, rather than being
proportional to T as assumed by CGK.' We note
that because of their restricted temperature
range and smallA. /V ratio, G =—G„+G; is domi-
nated by G„, whereas our cell emphasizes G,'.
To compare with the CGK-MIT results we evalu-
ate their data using our value of &, (which in-
creases their rate by 2.2) to find 1.8x10 "cm'/
sec, or a factor 1.9 smaller than what we find.

The angular brackets on G, ref er to an average
over the angle 9 in Eq. (2). Defining 9 as the
macroscopic value of L9, the CGK-MIT geometry
has 8 =90' whereas our geometry has ~ =0. Ahn
et al.' have pointed out that the copper surface
probably has a roughness of order 1-0.1 pm and
it is more appropriate to consider the profile as
a "muffin tin" surface. They average Eq. (2) us-
ing a section of a spherical surface subtending an
angle p. For p =90', e =1.17; G, is totally dom-
inated by G, , with (G,)/G, ,= 0.39 in the CGK-
MIT geometry and 0.70 in ours. This provides a
factor 1.8 and brings our results and the CGK-
MIT results into good agreement. However, the
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FIG. 2. (a) Decay of hydrogen to H&+. (b) The effec-
tive nuclear relaxation rate times &(~/A)' as a function
of I', for H on He and He- He surfaces. The data of
Cline, Greytak, and Kleppner are corrected to our con-
d.itions for comparison. The straight line is a fit to the
data; its slope is 2~, . For the He surface with a small-
er &~, if surface relaxation were important, the data
would rise linearly within the bound given by the two
lines rising to the right. However, we only observe
bulk relaxation. The dashed line is a fit to the He data
assuming G„~&T.

theoretical value for (Gg(1+16.68/B) ' is 0.57
& 10 "cm'/sec for our geometry which is a fac-
tor 50 smaller than experiment (using rt. =1.17).
A possible explanation is that because of the
presence of the helium surface, H-H interactions
will be modified so that relative motions are
slowed, reducing the "motional narrowing" or
increasing G,.

We have also studied the dependence of G, [Eq.
(2)] on magnetic field and find reasonable agree-
ment with theory.

Now we consider 'He surfaces achieved from a
mixture of 'He-'He. 'He forms several monolay-
ers on the 'He as described by van Yperen et al."
We might now expect a term G,' in Eq. (1) due to
the 'He. However, this term is probably negligi-
ble as can be seen from scaling the dipolar inter-
action. For H- He, the H-H electron-nuclear
dipole interaction is dominant and (T, ') '
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~ (y, y„)'n, ' whereas for H-'He, the additional
term due to 'He is (T, H') ' oo(y„"'y„)'n,nett, ,
where y„and y, are the nuclear and electronic
gyromagnetic ratios. We find (T,' ') '/(T, ') '
= 10 ', usingn3H =6.4&10"cm ' and n, =10"
cm '. ln Fig. 2(b) we also plot our data for G on
'He. Using the relaxation rate on 'He and the
measured values of &, on 'He or 'He-'He mixtures
we would expect the data to fall within the bounds
of the two lines for surface relaxation, contrary
to observations. We identify the rate as volume
relaxation with G„T "'=5.6(5) &&10 "cm'/sec
K"' at B =8 T, in good agreement with the 5.3
&&10 " cm'/sec K"' of CGK on 'He, scaled to B
=8 T. To understand why G, is suppressed for
'He and not for 'He, we note that in the latter
case, the He film in the pressure gauge will be
of thickness -200 A due to superf low properties
of the film in the presence of gravity and the
warmer lower sections of the cell." On the other
hand, 'He will be concentrated in the lowest-tem-
perature part of the cell, the pressure gauge.
As a result of gravity the 'He will level the sur-
face of the lower (copper) side of the pressure
gauge so that it is atomically flat (see Fig. 1, de-
tail). The upper side, made of Kapton, will be
covered with a thin (-200 A) 'He-'He film. The
Kapton surface examined by a scanning electron
microscope appears flat with our highest spatial
resolution of -100 A, with a low density of pits
(diam& 1 pm) that may be filled by capillary con-
densation. Evidently the combination of Kapton
and He film provides an atomically flat surface.
In this case all of the A. & is atomically flat so
that (Gg = 0. This implies that for pure 'He sur-
faces we should just use the area of the copper,
reducing the area of the pressure gauge by a fac-
tor 2, as used in the analyses. The maximum
density achieved in this run with 'He surfaces was
3 x 10"/cm'.
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